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the amount you earn depends on how many surveys you complete and how much traffic you share the more you 

keep using the app and let it work while you re online the more paypal money gift cards you ll be able to get on 

top of that your earnings depend on these key factors 

if you want to get paid to help cutting edge projects come to life you may want to sign up for respondent it is the 

best place to leverage your professional expertise for paid research interviews they specialize in in person surveys 

and focus groups that pay 100 250 a session to get started all you have to do is to create a free account on their 

website 

vindale research is an excellent money making site for those who want to make money fast from the comfort of 

their home you can get paid from 0 50 for a quick survey all the way up to 50 for a lengthier one vindale research 

denotes your earnings in dollars so you know the exact amount if you want to redeem via cash or gift cards of 

course you will be able to earn paypal money instantly 

another great way to receive money into your paypal account surveys often take under a minute and pay around 

10 or 20 pence once you reach 20 you can withdraw sometimes you may be invited to take part in telephone 

interviews which pay more but these are purely optional 

the in store option is quite easy to use you only have to scan a featured product s barcode at the store and upload 

your receipt after purchase to earn even more shopkick even offers you rewards for just having the app internet 

and bluetooth on when you walk to the store 

https://rebrand.ly/de8tms0


 

 

grindabuck is a brand loyalty market research and rewards platform that rewards you for completing various 

online activities the activities include market research surveys trying new products downloading new apps 

watching videos and much more 

giantplay is the app that you can use to earn rewards using paypal paytm and more just by completing some 

simple tasks the tasks can include a number of things such as playing games completing the surveys and getting 

paid have you ever thought that engaging in different activities like playing games listening to music using a few 

apps and participating in surveys can get you real money 

 


